LET'S WASTE NO MORE!
(How to reduce the amount of waste you
make and have fun doing it)

In September 2017, a group of young people, passionate about protecting our
environment, spent a week in Trbovlje, Slovenia. The Bosnians, the Finns, the
Greek and the Slovenians all worked hard to educate themselves about how to
live an environmentally friendly life. Because they wanted to spread their newly
acquired knowledge, they created this e-brochure. Read it and find out what you
can do to make our world a better, cleaner, healthier place.

WHAT is ZERO WASTE
Being »zero waste« means producing zero or close to zero waste trash. It is not
easy because every day we are surrounded by plastic. We live in a world
dominated by a linear economy. You buy an item, you use it and you throw it
away. But that is not sustainable and it cannot go on forever. Instead, we should
make our economy into a circular one, where we produce an item, use it until
we cannot use it any more, then we make something out of it.

WHY live ZERO WASTE
We watched a video of a turtle that had a straw stuck up its nose. We saw the
pain and the suffering that plastic causes. It pollutes our environment when it
accumulates in landfills and when it is incinerated and toxic fumes get into the
air we breathe, it endangers the animals and can even end up inside us when it
breaks into microplastics that we consume through the water we drink and the
food we eat.

WASTE MANAGEMENT IN THE
PARTICIPATING COUNTRIES
As part of the Let's Waste No More youth exchange in Trbovlje, the participants
became familiar with the ways that waste is managed in the participating
countries, starting with their host country, Slovenia.

SLOVENIA
Slovenia is a part of the European Union, where an average person throws away
6 tons of various materials, like plastic, metal and glass, per year. Slovenians do
quite a bit better than that – they, on average, produce about 450 kilograms of
waste per person per year. Slovenians also waste a fair amount of food. An adult
Slovenian wastes on average 70 kilos of food per year.
In Slovenia people collect our waste in various containers. Every house or
apartment building has three types of trash containers:
BLACK is for mixed waste, YELLOW is for package waste and BROWN is for
biodegradable waste.
There are also four large trash containers on the so called »eco-islands« in
different locations around towns: GREEN is for paper, WHITE is for glass, BLUE is
for plastic bottles and YELLOW is for tin cans and tetrapak packaging.
Slovenia also has a few zero waste cities in Slovenia: Vrhnika, Borovnica, LogDragomer, Ljubljana, Bled, Gorje, Radovljica, Slovenske Konjice.
CONSUMER HABITS IN SLOVENIA
The participants of the exchange took to the streets of Trbovlje, Slovenia and
conducted interviews with local consumers about their shopping habits.
We interviewed 42 people, both female and male from all age groups. The
results showed that people are aware of producing too much plastic waste, but
they are not completely ready to do anything about it. The main reasons behind
this are loss of time and money. Regarding the usage of own packaging in stores,
a lot of people are willing to try it but hesitate to turn it into a lifestyle.
Examples of questions:

FINLAND
The Finns produce around 480 kilos of waste per person per year. But almost all
the waste they produce, nearly 90 percent of it, is recovered in some way, either
by recycling or energy production. So far, energy production is winning. The 10
percent of waste that is disposed of, ends up in landfills.
Finland has several recycling points for disposal of various materials: paper,
metal packaging, glass packaging, and eight recycling points for plastic
packaging. They also collect bio waste, which is utilized in bio gas plants as bio
gas and soil conditioner.

The responsibility for waste management is not on the consumers' shoulders
alone. Manufacturers and importers are responsible for organizing the
management of the waste they produce and that is done at their own expense.
The manufactures can do the job themselves, or delegate the responsibility to a
producer group.
In compliance with the Waste Act, municipalities in Finland must organize the
transport of non-hazardous waste generated in every household, as well as the
transport of non-hazardous waste generated by industry.

GREECE
In the case of Greece, the majority of waste ends up in landfills. Although Greece
has adjusted to EU's waste legislation and policy framework, problems usually
arise when it comes to implementetion. Especially due to the financial crisis, the
Greek governments focus their attention on considerably major problems since
recycling programs are considered of minor significance. As a result, Greece was
condemned to pay a 10-million-euro fine to the EU in 2014 for breaking its rules.
On the other hand, households recycle only 6% of their waste, much short of the
European average and nowhere near EU targets, although the quantity is so high
that, actually, Greece needs to export recyclable materials due to limited
capacity.
Fortunately, some positive steps have been made, such as closure of illegal
landfills, an increase in recycling rates, industry initiatives to reduce packaging
and the intention of the Greek Ministry for the Environment to engage in a
compulsory agreement in order to limit the use of plastic bags and raise citizens'
awareness.
Of course, there is lots of space for improvement. Greek waste philosophy needs
to be upgraded to meet demanding targets, criteria and standards while keeping
costs to the minimum.

BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA
Bosnians produce around a kilogram of waste per person everyday. They are not
obliged by law to separate the waste they produce, and as a result of this, much
of their waste ends up in landfills – there are legal as well as illegal ones in Bosnia.
There are only a few companies in BIH that recycle used plastic, aluminium and
iron, like Ekopak and Alba Group. A company called SGI Technology collects used
car tires and uses them to make bio diesel fuel.
Bosnians waste 200 to 300 kilograms of food daily – 50 percent of waste
produced in Bosnia and Herzegovina is organic.
Like Slovenians, Bosnians also have to pay for plastic bags in the store.

HOW to live ZERO WASTE
WASTE NO MORE FOOD
A big part of the waste that we produce daily is food waste. However, this can
be avoided. A few tips on how to reduce the amount of food waste, save
money and protect the environment:
- plan your purchases and meals ahead
- consider your budget; if you're saving food, you're saving money
- make sure your refrigerator is properly maintained (check the seals and
the temperature of the fridge regularly)
- serve small meals as you can add food if necessary
- freeze excess meals, bread, fruit and vegetables before they go bad
Wasting food is not the only thing that's bad for the environment. We're also
harming our planet (and the animals on it) by consuming excessive amounts of
meat and other animal products. A lot of water and land is needed to feed or
house only a handful of animals, and to make this land available, trees are cut
down and forests are ruined. What's more, more than a half of global
greenhouse gas emissions are caused by animal agriculture. That's why it's good
for the environment (and the animals) to switch to a vegetarian or vegan diet.
To make this switch easier, here are a few easy vegan recipes for you to try.

OAT BARS
•
•
•
•
•
•

3 ½ cups oats
½ - 1 cup peanut butter
⅓ cup coconut oil
100g chocolate chips
¼ cups maple syrup
2 tablespoons flax
seeds

Melt the coconut oil with
maple syrup and peanut
butter. Add the mixture to
oats and add flax seeds and chocolate chips.
Mix everything and put into pan or container, pressing it really together. Put into
fridge and leave to chill for cca 1 hour. Cut into pieces and enjoy!
ALMOND MILK
•
•
•
•

150g almonds (soaked in water overnight)
pinch of salt
maple syrup to taste
750-1000ml water

Mix all ingredients in a blender for a few minutes and strain through a nut milk
bag or a really fine meshed strainer. Let chill and enjoy!
*You can use the leftover almond pulp as one would use almond flour in dishes
(pancakes, oatmeal, cookies…).
HUMMUS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2 cups cooked chickpeas
2 garlic cloves
lemon juice to taste
3 tablespoons olive oil
⅓ cup cold water
1 tablespoon tahini (sesame paste)
salt, pepper and cumin powder to taste

Put everything into a food processor and blend, stopping from time to time to
scrape off the sides. Taste and add more ingredients (lemon juice, salt…) to taste.

Enjoy with bread or as a dip. Will keep in the fridge for 5 days.

DON'T BUY, DIY!
A big part of living without waste is putting your creativity to work instead of just
going to a store. You can DIY just about anything, from cosmetics to clothes. We
have prepared three DIY projects:
DRAWSTRING BACKBACK FROM A T-SHIRT
•
•
•
•

old t-shirt
scissors
string
safety pin / paper clip

Take your shirt and
lay it on a flat
surface. Cut off the
hems of the shirt
and the sleeves. If
the sleeves are long,
cut them – you
should have about
10 centimeters of
sleeve left. Cut the
bottom of the shirt
and the sleeves into
thin strips about 10 centimeters long.
Decide if you want the strips to be visible or not. If not, turn your shirt inside out.
Lay your shirt flat again. Close the bottom and sleeve holes by tying together the
strips – one from the »bottom« and one from the »top«. Make two knots every
time. If your strips are on the inside, turn the shirt right side out now. The »body«
of your backpack is now done.
For the straps, you will need two pieces of string, each about twice the length
from your shoulder to your hip. You can use it just like it is, or you can braid it to

make it prettier and stronger. But be careful – if you plan on braiding the string,
it needs to be longer.
Use your scissors to make two cuts into the collar of the shirt – each above one
shoulder. If there is a seam in the collar, cut it out. Tie one end of one of the
strings around a safety pin or paper clip to help you thread it through the collar.
Insert it into the cut and thread it all around the collar – it should come out on
the same side where it went in. Do the same with the other piece of string and
the other cut. You can now pull the strings to close your backpack.
Tie the ends of each string together. Push the knotted ends into the corners of
the bottom of the shirt – the left knot into the left corner and the right into the
right. Turn the backpack inside out and tie the strings to the nearest strips of
fabric. Turn it right side out again and you're done.

Option – shopping bag
Do the same thing with the bottom of the shirt. Cut the sleeves off completely
and also cut off the collar. You have made your very own shopping bag!
ALL-NATURAL BODY LOTION
• 2 tablespoons cocoa butter
• 2 tablespoons coconut oil

• 2 tablespoons shea butter
• 1 tablespoon almond oil
Measure the ingredients and put them all into a bowl. Melt and mix the
ingredients over a hot water bath, making sure not to overheat them. Once they
have melted and combined, put the bowl into the fridge and let it harden for a
bit. After a while (cca 20 minutes) take the bowl out of the fridge and mix the
final product with a
whisk or a hand mixer,
so the texture gets a bit
fluffier.
Transfer into jars and
enjoy your new natural
body lotion. The recipe
gives you about 2
average sized jars of the
finished product or
more smaller jars.

JEWELRY FROM BOTTLECAPS AND FABRIC/PAPER SCRAPS
•
•
•
•
•

bottlecaps
scraps of fabric
used paper
ring base
glue

Cut the paper or fabric (depending on what you want
your finished product to be made of) into thin strips
and roll them into little coils (»snails«). Make one big
one or several smaller ones, always putting glue on the
ends so they don't come undone. Place the coil(s) in
the bottle cap. Once you are happy with their position,
glue them in place and let dry. In the end, glue a ring
base on the bottle cap and let dry for a few hours.
If using paper, cover it with clear nail polish in order to
prevent water from ruining your new ring.

The aim of this workshop is to express your creativity. You can use straight cut
strips of paper or fabric, or they can be a bit crooked. If you use smaller rolls,
they can be of different sizes.

NO MORE POO! (A zero waste walk with Maja
Nagode)
As part of our field trip to the capital, we met a Slovenian »expert« on zero waste
living – Maja Nagode, who also shares her experiences on her blog called »Dom
brez smeti« (Home without waste). We were lucky to meet her in person and
she was more than happy to share her zero waste experience with us.
The turning point
Maja's journey towards zero waste did not start with saintly zeal or a fanatical
mindset. The change of her lifestyle was gradual and it was accelerated by a new
life – the birth of her first child.
The trigger that started everything was not a glamurous one - it was common
baby poo. As every parent, she wanted the best for her baby. The information
about effect of single-use diapers made her turn to more eco and baby friendly
washable ones. Then came the baby food. After examining its contents and
realizing that it was full of sugar, additives and aroma amplifiers, she started to
prepare homemade meals for her child. With these small changes her family
instinctively started turning to the zero waste lifestyle.

Evolution
Slowly they incorporated zero waste into everyday life. Buying food now means
going to local farmers and smaller local shops that support shopping with one's
own packaging. Her bag, as we have met her on the one the biggest market
places in Ljubljana, was filled with bags, jars, containers and glass bottles. We
were able to see her »in action« buying the monthly provisions for her family.
They live close to the nature and their house sports a garden where they produce
most of their food, so she does not need to buy a lot of things.
Simplification
As women are
notoriously
targeted by
cosmetic
companies,
Maja has found
that
simplification of
her beauty
routine does
not mean just
spending less
time and
money on
miracle lotions and potions, but also turning to the more effective and simple
things in life.
The black sheep
The biggest critics of her new lifestyle were people closest to her. They did not
understand the reason behind her change. At one point they even thought that
it is a sign of poverty and even negligence of her own children! They found buying
clothes in second hand shops especially controversial. But after a while they
became accustomed to their way of living according to the Rs of zero waste.
Descendants
Maja raises her children in the spirit of zero waste way not by forcing them but
merely by explaining why they are doing certain things differently. She notes that
a child is used to a certain lifestyle from the beginning, they understand easily

why and how to live your life by producing as less waste as possible. They are
also more than ready and eager to remedy or criticise her actions, when she
steps out of the zero waste zone.
Zero waste 1 : Consumerism 0
They say that money does not matter but nevertheless living zero waste means
saving a lot of money in the long run. Low supermarket bills, using public
transportation, not needing to have a lot of things – it sets you free.
Not being preoccupied by commercials telling us what we need for a happy life
means having time for the important things in your life. You are no longer
obssessed with meaningless things or shopping that only brings temporary
happiness. According to Maja you set your mind free of everyday chaos and
preoccupation with material things. For her it meant focusing more on herself
and enjoying meeting new people and having healthy relations with those
around her. So more time, more peace of mind and more money means you can
really focus on things that are important for and to you.
Strictly zero wast-ing?
Is she zero waste all the time? Of course not! It is very difficult and it depends on
the environment around you. No one is perfect but it's important that you try as
best as you can. And why should you try? Simply because zero waste is not just
good for your environment, local farmers or animals, above all it's good for you.

INTERVIEW
Because Maja and her way of life fascinated us so much, we decided to do an
interview with her. We asked her some questions and she was happy to
answer.
What is your advice for people who want to live zero waste but do not live in
larger cities, where they would have access to shops like the ones we visited
yesterday in Ljubljana?
The Koseze marketplace is great, but I am sure you have a marketplace in your
town. You can also go directly to farmers. I love to support indivisuals who are
trying to live their dream. For example, if there is a person in your town who
makes natural cosmetics, go to her/him and buy facecreams, soaps, shampoos
etc. You can bring your own containers. If you have a farmer who makes dairy

products, go to him with your own containers and he will fill them up with yogurt
etc. Try to support small local businesses and try to avoid big supermarket
chains. But if you like to buy food in supermarkets, you can bring your own cloth
bag to buy fruits and veggies, bread and deli products (in containers). I assure
you, buying local food is fun, you will meet a lot of great people and you will
support their families. For me this is very important.
It's easy to educate a child to live zero waste, but how can we persuade adults
with a certain lifestyle to change that and begin a life within the zero waste
concept?
My advice to you is BE A ROLEMODEL and others will follow. Don't preach, don't
explain, just do it. After a while your family and friends will come to you and they
will start asking questions and they will follow. I always tell the adults, do it for
the children, for their future. Give your family and friends some time to process
this new idea, but after a while they will say to you: ''I am proud of you!''
How exactly do you handle receipts from the stores? Do you even take them?
I oftem leave them on the counter in the store. Unfortunately receipts are
printed on thermal paper that can not be recycled. In Slovenia the consumers
have to take receipts in the store, we face a fine if we refuse to take them. I heard
that LIDL stores in Switzerland give the consumers the receipts on their smart
phones. They save tons of paper every year. I am optimistic that this will be the
practice in every store.
Can you share some examples for when it comes to cleaning? How do you
make zero waste cleaning products?
I use a lot od baking (washing) soda and alcoholic vinegar. I buy soda in bulk. And
I refill my containers with alcoholic vinegar. I used to make my own detergent
for clothes, but now I refill my containers with detergent.
Do you make your own make up too? Do you use it at all?
I don't use make up every day. You can make your own mascara – the
instructions are in the book Zero Waste Home by Bea Johnson. You can also
make your own foundation.
On Youtube you will find a lot of instructions on how to make eyeshadow but I
stopped using it, because the mica – mineral powders used in eyeshadows - are
collected in India by children.

What about toilet paper? Do you buy it package free? Where do you buy it?
I buy recycled toiled paper wraped in paper. It is made by slovenian company
Paloma. They have it every store. It is also possible to buy toilet paper made from
tetrapak.

So let's zero waste!
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